LIST OF CAPTAIN NORRIS' PUBLICATIONS

How to Take Over Your Local Government (for Fun & Profit???): a practical "Political Science" do-it-yourself manual for aspiring elected office seekers, a guide to local politics. This publication has found its way into many City Halls and is being used as a supplemental text in numerous colleges.

Airline Career and Interview Manual (9th edition): provides the information that aspiring airline pilots need to understand to become a competitive applicant for an airline job. The book gives insights into common problems and mistakes pilots make when planning for and pursuing an aviation career. The book also contains standard general knowledge test, practice interview questions, license requirements, and a listing of colleges and universities with aviation programs.

Flying Jets: Aircraft and Simulators (3rd edition): a manual developed from the experience of an airline instructors that provides the fundamentals for successfully transitioning from piston to jet aircraft. The basic rules and techniques for flying jet aircraft with illustrations, profiles, and appendices that support the text.

IFR-SEL Training Manual: the training manual developed for the Elite PC-based Flight Simulator to provide a detailed, step-by-step orientation of IFR procedures and fundamentals to the pilot who wishes to earn an instrument rating.

The Pilot's Airline Technical Interview Reference Manual: a comprehensive technical review manual for pilots. Topics include meteorology, aircraft systems, aerodynamics, flight simulation and evaluation, piloting techniques, management/operational concerns, and medical factors.

Aviation Technological Articles

Dec  2001  Aircraft and Accidents: Understanding the role of the NTSB
Nov  2001  Aircraft Security
Sept 2001  Tired Issues: Understanding airline tire technology and safety
Aug  2001  The Do's & Don't of Airline Interviews
July  2001  Summer Weather Operations
Jun   2001  The Right Stuff
May   2001  Emergency Evacuations
Apr   2001  Flight of Passage: Understanding IOE
Mar   2001  Rising to the Challenge: Understanding the role of captain
Feb   2001  Abort! Abort: Managing a rejected takeoff
Jan   2001  Cabin Crew Contributions: Understanding role flight attendants
Dec   2000  Flight Testing: Understanding the role of airline test pilots
Nov   2000  Aerodynamics at Work: Understanding aircraft design